Multi-Story Grade Level Kits for Grades K-12
The number of book copies of each story have been standardized to 6 copies per kit.

Grades K-1 Kit
Total of 48 Books
Water Works
Babbles Bizarre
Sam’s Secret
Bug Off!
Jake Can’t Fake It!
There’s No One Like You
The Three Goats Gruff Go to the Greener Side
Play a Song For Us

$299

Grades 2-3 Kit
Total of 48 Books
The Three Little Pigs
Doing the Dinosaur Dip
The Berry Pie Mystery
Jack and the Beanstalk
Little Red Riding Hood
A Squirrel in Time
The Kutz Kangaroo
A Tumblestone Tune

$379.00
With Take Center Stage™
Games (1 game) - $399

Grades 4-5 Kit
Total of 48 Books
Armando & Amanda
My Wide World of Sports
Mini, the Super Watermelon
The Great Rhyme Travel Machine: Famous Americans
The Great Rhyme Travel Machine: African American Heroes
The Great Rhyme Travel Machine: Saving Planet Earth
Bound For Plymouth
Who Gives a Hoot?

$429.00
With Take Center Stage™
Games (2 games) - $469

Grades 6-8 Kit
Total of 48 Books
Rikki-Tikki-Tavi
Watchamacallit Wizardry
Fabulous Food Detectives
A Snail’s Pace Race
Soccer Stars
Questionella and the Fairy Tale of Multiple Choices
The Bully Games
Engineer It Out

$449.00
With Take Center Stage™
Games (3 games) - $509

Grades 9-12 Kit
Total of 48 Books
Bats in the Belfry
Questionella and the Fairy Tale of Multiple Choices
Rapunzel
Railway Children
Sherman the Shy
Mission Humanity
Around the World in 80 Days
I’m Not With Them (Teenage Drinking)

$569.00

All Multi-Story Kits include Step-by-Step Implementation Tools, a Teacher’s Guide,
DVD, Pre- and Post-Assessment Module, and Online Training Webinars.
Also included are two copies of each story’s Recommended Reader Assignment Chart,
and Cross-Curricular Supplemental Activity Packet all packaged in a handled box.

Current Discounted Kits
The number of book copies of each story varies from 6-10 based on the number of characters plus an extra copy for the teacher.

Grades K-1 Kits

Kit 1
Babbles Bizarre
A Squirrel in Time
Three Little Pigs
Little Red Riding Hood
The Ice Cream Dream
Doing the Dinosaur Dip

$149

Kit 2
There’s No One Like You
Play a Song for Us
The String Thing
Jack & the Beanstalk
Mini the Super Watermelon
A Tumblestone Tune

$199

History Kit
Quest for the Eagle
Bound for Plymouth
Protecting the Magic
The Great Travel Machine - Famous Americans
The Great Travel Machine - African American Heroes
Great Travel Machine - Saving Planet Earth

$269

Grades 2-3 Kits

Kit 1
Little Red Riding Hood
The Ice Cream Dream
Doing the Dinosaur Dip

$109

Kit 2
Jack & the Beanstalk
Mini the Super Watermelon
A Tumblestone Tune

$139

Mystery Series
Watchamacallit Wizardry
The Muster Mill Project
Protecting the Magic

$229

Grades 4-5 Kits

Kit 1
The Great Travel Machine - Famous Americans
The Great Travel Machine - African American Heroes
The Great Travel Machine - Saving Planet Earth

$189

Kit 2
The String Thing for Tweens
Tiny Heroes of the Waves
The Baseball Equation

$169

Grades 6-8 Kits

Kit 1
Questionella and the Fairy Tale of Multiple Choices
Fabulous Food Detectives
Who Gives a Hoot?

$169

Kit 2
Ana Conda
Planet Parade
Vegetable Rap

$179

Grades 9-12 Kits

Kit 1
Mission Humanity
Sherman the Shy
I’m Not With Them

$259

Kit 2
Surfing at Sunrise
Around the World in 80 Days
Bats in the Belfry

$219

Quest for the Eagle
Bound for Plymouth
Protecting the Magic

$269

Watchamacallit Wizardry
The Muster Mill Project
Protecting the Magic

$229

Send Me a Sign
Armando & Amanda
Princess & the Pea

$159

Kit 4 (3-Story Series)
Watchamacallit Wizardry
The Muster Mill Project
Protecting the Magic

$229
**Healthy Themes Kit**
Grades K-5
Includes 6 stories with 6 copies each.
- Water Works (Gr. PK-K)
- The Three Goats Gruff Go to the Greener Side (Gr. K-2)
- Mini, the Super Watermelon (Gr. 2-6)
- My Wide World of Sports (Gr. 3-6)
- Fabulous Food Detectives (Gr. 4-6)
- The Veggie Rap (Gr. 4-8)

$289
With Take Center Stage™ Games
(2 games) - $329

---

**STEM Kits**
Grades 4-8

- **Basic STEM Kit - $199**
  (includes 3 story sets with STEM Content)
- **Small STEM Kit - $299**
  (includes 3 story sets and accessories)
- **Large STEM Kit - $599**
  (includes 6 story sets, accessories, and bonus content)

**Character Education Kit**
Grades K-5
Includes 8 stories with 6 copies each.
- Jake Can’t Fake It (Gr. K-2)
- There’s No One Like You (Gr. K-2)
- The Klutz Kangaroo (Gr. K-3)
- The Littlest Princess & Butterfly (Gr. 2-4)
- The Me They Hardly See (Gr. 2-4)
- Sundance and the Bully (Gr. 2-5)
- Send Me a Sign (Gr. 3-6)
- Soccer Stars (Gr. 4-9)

$399
With Take Center Stage™
(1 Game) - $419

---

**Folk Tales/Myths/Legends Kits - Grades K-8**

- **Grades K-5 Kit**
  Includes 9 stories w/ 6 copies each.
  - The Three Goats Gruff Go to the Greener Side (Gr. K-2)
  - The Three Little Pigs (Gr. 1-2)
  - Little Red Riding Hood (Gr. 1-3)
  - Jack and the Beanstalk (Gr. 1-4)
  - An Unexpected Path (Gr. 3-6)
  - Stone Soup (Gr. 3-5)
  - The Elves and the Shoemaker (Gr. 3-5)
  - The Fairy and the Frog (Gr. 3-6)
  - Ucky

$429
With Take Center Stage™ Games
(1 game) - $449

---

- **Grades 6-8 Kit**
  Includes 9 stories w/ 6 copies each.
  - Rikki-Tikki-Tavi (Gr. 4-6)
  - Rumpel-Stilt-Who? (Gr. 4-6)
  - A Sweet Escape (Gr. 4-8)
  - Peter Pan (Gr. 4-8)
  - Princess and the Pea (Gr. 4-8)
  - Questionella and the Fairy Tale of Multiple Choices (Gr. 4-12)
  - The Quest For the Eagle (Gr. 5-8)
  - The Railway Children (Gr. 6-12)
  - Rapunzel (Gr. 6-12)

$499
With Take Center Stage™ Games
(2 games) - $559

---

**Curriculum-Based Reader’s Theater Series – New!**
Passengers Thru Math, Science, & Social Studies
To see each train and topics visit: www.readerstheater.com/passengers.html

**Complete Collection of All Stories**
Each single-story set is packaged in a durable vinyl bag and includes enough copies for the recommended number of readers for the specific story plus an extra copy for the teacher. Also included are two copies of the story’s Recommended Reader Assignment Chart, a Cross-Curricular Supplemental Activity Packet.

- **Grades K-5**
  Includes 58 Single Story Sets
  $2,299

- **Grades 6-8**
  Includes 45 Single Story Sets
  $2,899

- **Grades 9-12**
  Includes 13 Single Story Sets
  $1,199

- **Grades K-12**
  Includes 70 Single Story Sets
  $3,999

---

**Reader’s Theater, Junior for Pre–Kindergarten to 1st Grade**

**Science and Social Studies Kit**
Open Your Eyes to Exercise
Just Try It!
My Season
People Pals
What’s Mine is Mine

$499

**Math & Language Arts Kit**
How Many Are We?
Super Shapes
Music is Magic
Live to Learn
Wow Vowels

$499

---

This is a unique series of ten important early childhood topic sets, each of which include one full length reader's theater story and five mini stories designed to be read first and help prepare young readers for the full length story (along with additional materials). The five mini stories, called Mini Transition Books, each focus on a certain element of the main story in a much shorter format, and are designed to be read in a sequence over a series of class sessions that fit a preschooler's attention span while building learning. Individual Story Sets include a Teacher's Guide, Recommended Reader Assignment Guide, Sight Word Cards, Character Strips, and Supplemental Activity Sheets. Character Prop Kits also included.

Purchase any single story set for $99

---

Additional options include:
- **Basic STEM Kit**
  Includes 3 story sets with STEM Content
  $199

- **Small STEM Kit**
  Includes 3 story sets and accessories
  $299

- **Large STEM Kit**
  Includes 6 story sets, accessories, and bonus content
  $599

---

For more information, visit www.readerstheater.com.